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Dear Sir,
Further to our telephone conversation of earlier today , in respect of Scottish Power’s
Option A proposal, we confirm that our above mentioned client has asked that we request
the Planning Inspectorate ,please, to visit the subject affected land in his ownership so as to
be in a position to comprehend the requests made for the following modifications to the
scheme proposal -:
A. Our client is seeking confirmation please in respect of the following refinements as the
existing proposed route is not considered acceptable (so as to reduce the significant
impact on the agricultural use of the land ):
1.

that the route of the poles can be realigned slightly to the east as approximately
shown coloured green on the attached map extract (resulting in proposed poles
124,127&128 being located in the vicinity of the field boundary) .
2. that proposed poles 132 is relocated further north as close as possible to the hedge
(towards poles 133) with proposed poles 131 remaining sited abutting the roadside
field boundary.
3. that proposed poles 126 & 129 are removed .
B. That no trees will be planted along the roadside (and within internal ) boundaries (with
extra hedging plants being included instead, as appropriate in existing perimeters ) .This is
owing to concerns regarding the effects on highway safety and the liability for the future
maintenance cost of such trees alongside the public road .
To confirm inspection arrangements, Mr Jones can be contacted on
We ask that the contact number ,please, is retained confidentially.

.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully,

Eifion Bibby
J Eifion Bibby MRICS FAAV
Senior Consultant & RICS Registered Valuer             
For and on behalf of :
Davis Meade Property Consultants, Plas Eirias Business Centre, Abergele Road, Colwyn
Bay, Conwy, LL29 8BF.
Mobile No: 07969 273433 Tel: 01492 510360 Fax: 01492 512151
Website: www.dmpropertyconsultants.com
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